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We report the local observation of the band structure of topological surface states in
Bi1.5Sb0.5Te1.7Se1.3 using scanning tunneling microscopy/spectroscopy (STM/STS). The energy-
momentum dispersion relation is locally deduced by extracting the Landau level (LL) energies,
which are formed in a high magnetic field, from the STS data. Spatial variation of LLs revealed a
shift of the Dirac point energy at the nanometer scale. The structure of the potential fluctuation was
not correlated with the topography, which indicated that the Te/Se substitution did not induce the
potential shift because of their same valence. The results show that disorders from the Te/Se substi-
tution at the surface do not induce any localized charged states and do not affect topological surface
states.VC 2016 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4942517]
Controlling doping in topological insulators is crucial
both for achieving the potential of topological surface states
by making their bulk insulating1,2 and for utilizing their
properties in novel device applications.3 Various methods
for doping topological insulators have been investigated,
such as adding impurities4 and applying external field by gat-
ing.5 In addition, recent studies showed that it is possible to
induce doping by adjusting the composition in Bi- and Sb-
based chalcogenides, i.e., varying the composition variables
x and y in Bi2xSbxTe3ySey.
6,7 In these compounds, the
Fermi energy could be located in the bulk band gap, while
the topological surface states remained intact. The existence
of topological surface states has been confirmed by various
methods such as angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES),6,8 scanning tunneling microscopy/spectroscopy
(STM/STS),8,9 and transport measurements.2,7,10,11
Because Bi2xSbxTe3ySey is an alloy with each layer
consisting of a random mixture of two different elements,
disorders occur naturally. These disorders require significant
consideration because of the expected deterioration of the
electrical properties such as the electron mean free path and
mobility.2,7–9 Microscopically, disorders induce potential
variation that results in charge puddles and increased
electron scattering, which has been observed in many
two-dimensional electron systems including topological
insulators.4,12–15 Bi2xSbxTe3ySey should have large local
composition variation due to its non-stoichiometric structure
and local potential fluctuation as a result,2,6,7 but microscopic
observation of charge puddle formation and information on
their structure are absent in this material, which are essential
for understanding the effects of composition variation on sur-
face states.
In this study, we utilized STM/STS in high magnetic
fields to measure the Landau levels (LLs) formed in topolog-
ical surface states (referred to as LL spectroscopy). Through
the peak position and shape of the conductance spectra, LL
spectroscopy provides information on various electronic
properties such as the local chemical potential and electron
coherence.16–19 Among the various compositions of
Bi2xSbxTe3ySey, we selected Bi1.5Sb0.5Te1.7Se1.3 (BSTS)
for this study because of its superior electronic properties,
resulting from the lowest bulk carrier density.2,6,7,10
Topography of the cleaved surface exhibited a surface com-
posed of Te and Se with atomic resolution.9 Well-preserved
topological surface states are confirmed from the LL ener-
gies following the dispersion of massless Dirac fermions.
Combining LL spectroscopy with STM, the surface band dis-
persion could be measured with nanometer resolution, where
the shift of the Dirac point energy was observed and the local
potential fluctuation was quantified. The local potential had
little correlation with the surface topography, which implied
that the substitution between Te and Se atoms at the surface
did not induce any local doping, which was expected from
their same valence.20 The results indicate that although
Bi2xSbxTe3ySey is a highly disordered non-stoichiometric
material, disorders from the Te/Se substitution at the surface
do not induce localized charge states.
Single crystals of Bi1.5Sb0.5Te1.7Se1.3 were grown using
the self-flux method according to a previously reported rec-
ipe.9,10 A Unisoku low-temperature STM was used for the
STM/STS measurements. The sample was cleaved in an
ultrahigh vacuum chamber (1010Torr) at room tempera-
ture and then transferred to the low-temperature STM stage
at 2.8K. A conventional lock-in technique was used to mea-
sure the conductance spectrum with a modulation voltage of
3mV and a modulation frequency of 739Hz.
Figure 1(a) shows a topograph of BSTS with atomic
resolution. The small corrugation in the topograph should be
a result of alloying between Se and Te in the topmost layer,
according to the height distribution of the atoms.9,21 An
example of conductance spectra g, which are acquired at sin-
gle point on the surface and exhibited clearest difference for
varying magnetic fields, are shown in Fig. 1(b).21 At 0 T, the
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spectrum resembles the typical spectra of Bi chalco-
genides,4,16,22 and as the magnetic field increases, several
peaks appear; the spacing of these peaks increases with the
magnetic field. Such peaks indicate the presence of two-
dimensional surface states and their quantization in the field
by the formation of LLs.16–18,23 Other possibilities for the
observed maxima in the spectra, such as the first resonance
of standing waves in between the defects like in
Morgenstern et al.,24 are excluded because the inter-defect
spacing is much smaller than the wavelength of the
electrons.
Precise LL peak positions Vn were extracted by plotting
the subtracted conductance spectrum Dg, which is calculated
by subtracting the 0-T spectrum from the other spectra (Fig.
2(a)). Following the method by Hanaguri et al.,17 we
extracted the surface band dispersion by calculating the
energy and momentum as En¼ eVn and kn¼ (2ehjnjB) and
fitting these values to the dispersion of massless Dirac
fermions
En ¼ ED þ vFhkn  DðhknÞ2;
where ED is the Dirac point energy, vF is the Fermi velocity,
D is the second-order coefficient, e is the electron charge, h
is the Planck constant divided by 2p, n is the LL index, and
B is the magnitude of the magnetic field. In the equation,
band is assumed to be isotropic and second-order term is
added to account for the band curvature of topological sur-
face states.25 Among the various possible indexing of LLs,
we chose the index that assigns n¼ 0 to the peak at about
80meV for the following reasons. First, the peak at about
80meV appears in the point spectra for all magnetic fields.
Second, the residual of the fit is minimized for such index-
ing. Lastly, the extracted values of ED¼81meV and
vF¼ 3.2 105m/s match previously reported values.6,8,9,21
We note that the Dirac point ED extracted from the zeroth
LL is higher than the minimum point of the conductance,
which is not conventional compared to other Bi chalcoge-
nides.4,22 The reason for this difference is unknown, but one
speculation is that bulk of BSTS might have an unusual band
structure from alloying, where a significant amount of local
potential fluctuation and defect states should exist.
Moreover, we note that additional peak appears below
80meV, which is marked by n*. However, the peak energy
significantly deviates from the surface band dispersion, so
we speculate that the peak may originate from the bulk va-
lence band or the surface band hybridized with the bulk
band.
The LL peaks at different locations exhibited variation
in energy, which indicated variation in the local poten-
tial.12,14,19 To acquire a detailed view of the LL variation in
space, a complete mapping of LLs over the area in Fig. 3(a)
was achieved by acquiring the conductance spectra on
equally spaced grid points at 0 T and 9 T. Figure 3(b) shows
the selected conductance spectra acquired at five different
points in Fig. 3(a). Both the 0-T and 9-T spectra show fluctu-
ation of the Dirac point energy ED, which is revealed by the
shifts of the minimum point in 0 T and the zeroth LL peak
position in 9 T. In Fig. 3(c), the subtracted conductance spec-
tra between 0 T and 9 T are plotted, and the shift of zeroth
LL peaks is shown more clearly (black arrows). In Figs. 3(d)
and 3(e), the conductance spectra are rearranged and plotted
as a spatial map at each bias voltage. Both the 0-T and 9-T
conductance maps show similar patterns of bright and dark
regions (Figs. 3(d) and 3(e), respectively), whose contrast is
reversed when the bias is changed from 130mV to
45mV (most evidently at the lower left and the lower right
regions). Such contrast inversion, which occurs when the
bias crosses the Dirac point, indicates that the contrast origi-
nates from the Dirac point fluctuation, where the brighter
spot at the bias above the Dirac point corresponds to a more
negative Dirac point at that position.15 Similarity between
the maps at 0 T and 9 T indicates that the contrast is domi-
nated by the Dirac point fluctuation even at high magnetic
fields. However, when we subtract the maps at 0 T and 9T, a
subtle difference from the development of LLs appears (Fig.
3(f)). Because LLs appear as peaks in the subtracted con-
ductance spectra, the maps show a higher signal when the
bias coincides with the local LL energies, especially for the
zeroth LL. Indeed, the subtracted conductance maps show an
enhanced signal around the corresponding location, such as
the lower left corner at VB¼45mV, the lower right corner
at VB¼25mV, and the upper right corner at VB¼5mV.
In contrast, when the bias is far from the Dirac point so that
FIG. 1. (a) A topograph of the BSTS surface (VB¼400mV, I¼ 0.2 nA).
(b) Conductance spectra acquired at one point in various magnetic fields.
Each spectrum is vertically displaced for clarity.
FIG. 2. (a) Subtracted conductance spectra, where the 0-T spectrum is sub-
tracted from all other spectra in Fig. 1(b). Circles mark the peaks extracted
from the spectra. Each spectrum is vertically displaced for clarity. (b)
Energy plotted with respect to the wavevector, where the wavevectors are
calculated assuming n¼ 0 for peaks at VB80mV. The fit to the Dirac
band dispersion is drawn with a dashed line.
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LLs are no longer resolved in the conductance spectra, such
as VB¼130 and 120mV, the maps are quite uniform
except for the speckle noise. The puddle size can be inferred
from the size of the strong signal spots in the subtracted con-
ductance maps. The smallest puddle size is about 10 nm,
whose comparison with the magnetic length lB¼ [h/(jejB)]1/2
shows that they become identical at around B¼ 7T. The LLs
should appear clearly as the field reaches that value, which is
consistent with our observation in Fig. 1(b).
In addition to the qualitative analysis, we extracted LL
energies and band parameters from the conductance maps in
Fig. 3 and characterized their spatial variation quantitatively.
The LL maps for n¼ 0, 1, and 2 are plotted in Figs.
4(a)–4(c). All LL maps show positive correlation with each
other, indicating that they are LLs shifted by the potential
variation. Especially, Dirac point energy ED is equal to E0,
so Fig. 4(a) is also the map of ED whose variation corre-
sponds to the quantitative representation of the local poten-
tial fluctuation and resulting charge puddles.12,18,19 Figure
4(d) shows the map of vF calculated from the LL energies as
vF¼ (E1E0)/(2ehB) (the second-order term in the disper-
sion is neglected because En for n> 1 are difficult to extract
due to their small amplitude, and its effect in vF is small).
The map of vF in Fig. 4(d) shows that the values reside
FIG. 3. (a) A topograph of the area where the conductance maps are acquired (VB¼300mV, I¼ 0.2 nA). (b) Conductance spectra at various positions
marked by numbered dots in magnetic fields of 0T and 9T. The line color of the spectra corresponds to the color of the dots in (a). (c) Subtracted conductance
spectra from (b). Note that each spectrum is vertically displaced for clarity in (c), but not in (b). (d) and (e) Conductance maps in the magnetic fields of 0 T and
9T over the region in (a). (f) Subtracted conductance maps between 0T and 9T. In (d)–(f), color scales are normalized so that the center of the color distribu-
tion is a mean and the range is a multiple of the standard deviation r of each map.
FIG. 4. (a)–(c) The LL maps for n¼ 0, 1, 2, respectively. (d) Fermi velocity,
vF. In all maps, the points in which the corresponding quantity is not extract-
able are black.
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mostly in the range of 3–5 105m/s, while there are some
fluctuations. At this point, we are unsure if the fluctuation in
vF is from the noise caused by the small amplitude of high-
index LL peaks21 or by a physical origin such as the effect
from the local charge states.26 The error estimation from the
zeroth LL peak width D 20meV shows that the measured
fluctuation in ED from 60 to 40meV is much larger than D,
while the fluctuation in vF is comparable to the expected
error of D/(2ehB) 2 105m/s. Although the exact deter-
mination would require the measurement at higher magnetic
fields with increased LL amplitude and energy spacing, we
note that local potential fluctuation should only shift the
position of Fermi level, not the slope of band dispersion,4
and it is more likely that the spatial variation of vF is coming
from the measurement error.
One important question for BSTS is whether the alloy-
ing between Bi (Te) and Sb (Se) induces local potential fluc-
tuation. The correlation between the map of ED and the
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where A and B are the maps of physical quantities. However,
due to the large difference in the length scale of the map of
ED (10 nm) and the topograph (1 nm), direct calculation
of R would underestimate it because the feature of the map
with smaller length scale will oscillate a lot in the feature of
the map with the larger. To compensate the length scale
difference, we first calculated correlation length n with
autocorrelation analysis, where nED¼ 6.96 0.2 nm and
ntopo¼ 1.66 0.2 nm.21 Then, we increased ntopo by low pass
filtering and calculated R between the filtered topograph and
the map of ED. For all ntopo, R was always smaller than 0.35,
which is too small to derive any correlation between the
local potential and the topography. The result agrees with
the expectation that the substitution between Te and Se
would not generate any additional charge states due to their
same valence. Exact determination of the origin of the local
potential fluctuation would require further investigation,
such as the comparison between Bi2xSbxTe3ySey with dif-
ferent compositions6,7 or observations over well-defined
chalcogenide heterostructures.27
In summary, the band structure of the topological sur-
face states in BSTS has been observed locally through LL
spectroscopy with STM/STS. The Dirac point energy
showed significant spatial variation induced by local poten-
tial fluctuation, while the variation of the Fermi velocity
was comparable to the measurement error. Comparison
between the local potential and topography indicated that
the local potential is not related to the local atomic compo-
sition at the surface, which implies that the Te/Se substitu-
tion at the topmost surface did not generate any localized
charge states. Further study may reveal the exact mecha-
nism of the doping, which would become a guide for grow-
ing topological insulators with the most optimal and
homogenous doping that would be essential for realizing
topological devices.28
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